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Federal Hydro IPR Follow Up Questions 
 
1. CO2 avoidance value, provide as follow up. Analysis was not performed but can be run based on 

7th Power Plan. 

Requesting new analysis is outside the scope of the IPR process; however, please see the 
response to question 3 below in relation to this question. 

 
2. Please describe which facilities are in the Area Support and Local Support categories—Is it based 

on size, location, role in the system?  It would be helpful to have a complete list in supporting 

documentation. 

 

The 31 hydroelectric plants in the FCRPS are grouped into four strategic classes based on 
the role they play in the system. 
 
Main Stem Columbia: plants that provide the majority of power, ancillary services, and non-
power benefits to the Pacific Northwest. 
 
Headwater/Lower Snake: plants that support the region as a whole, providing power and 
non-power benefits (navigation, fish passage, and transmission support). 
 
Area Support: plants that do not support the region as a whole, but provide key power and 
non-power benefits to a sub-basin, primarily in the Willamette Valley. 
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Local Support: plants that provide services locally, primarily in Southern Idaho. 
The criticality of a hydro asset is based largely on the quantity of energy produced, 
particularly at peak periods, and the financial impact of a loss of generation.  Assets in the 
Main Stem Columbia and Headwater/Lower Snake strategic classes provide more than 96 
percent of energy and capacity for the system. 
 

 
3. Please provide the table of modeling assumptions for the current Fed Hydro Asset Investment 

analysis. 

Assumption Value Source Comment 

Discount Rate 8.2% BPA Finance Official Agency Risk 
Adjusted Discount 
Rate 

Price Forecast Varies by year BPA Power Services 
Forecasting and 
Planning 

Analysis based on 
“Expected” case 
with sensitivities 
for “High” and 
“Low” 

Avoided CO2 Value* Common Planning 
Assumptions – “Medium” 

BPA Finance Capital 
Investment Group 

Based on 
methodology used 
in the Northwest 
Power and 
Conservation 
Council’s Seventh 
Power Plan 

Inflation 2.1% BPA Finance Varies by year 

 

 
Note that although avoided CO2 emissions benefits are calculated for all investments, they 
are not included in the lost generation risk charts or NPV of the investment program as they 
have in years past. The values included in the table are based on the historical and forecast 
price of purchasing a greenhouse gas allowance on the California Air Resources Board 
quarterly auction.  This assumption is consistent with the methodology employed in the 
Northwest Power and Conservation Council’s Seventh Power Plan.  The price per ton 
equates to the purchase price of one allowance.  The cost per ton is converted to cost per 
MWH using the carbon emissions of a natural gas generating unit (per the Energy 
Information Administration’s Average Operating Heat Rate statistics).  This assumes that a 
natural gas generating unit is the marginal resource dispatched. 
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4. Regarding slide 11 of the Fed Hydro workshop materials, BPA has significantly underspent its 

capital program in this area. Please provide an analysis of the sources of this historical 

underspending. What, if any, factors have changed such that there is reason to believe this 

pattern will not continue? 

For the Corps, there have been many factors that have contributed to the historical 
underspending of the capital program.  Some of these factors include resource constraints, 
contracting and procurement issues, poor contractor performance, delays in funding 
approval, and overly optimistic planning.   
 
For Reclamation, the main drivers for under-execution relative to the budget request are 
major delays in several of the largest investments and the cultural shift in the three agency 
investment planning that came out of the Asset Investment Excellence Initiative. 
 
One of the goals of the Asset Investment Excellence Initiative (AIEI) that was kicked off in 
2015 was to improve program execution.  Given the lengthy project execution windows that 
are inherent to many of our capital projects it takes time to realize the effects of making 
program and process improvements, but many of these improvements have been initiated.  
We are striving to continually improve the program.  Development of the first FCRPS System 
Asset Plan, in its current form, began in 2016. This iteration of the System Asset Plan was 
the first to incorporate an optimization of the FCRPS capital investment portfolio based on 
an assessment of each investment’s respective benefits and costs.  
 
The Corps and Reclamation have taken several steps for the 2018 revision of the System 
Asset Plan to refine their plant capital plans, especially at Grand Coulee, by further 
evaluating the total amount of work planned at each plant respectively. At some plants, this 
has resulted in reducing or limiting the amount planned investments to a more achievable 
level in order to improve execution of the budget and reallocate resources to other valuable 
capital investments.  

 
5. Regarding slide 13 of the Fed Hydro workshop materials, please provide the data and work papers 

underlying the charts. Please also identify the projects grouped respectively into the “Area 

Support” and “Local Support” categories. 

Please see the Strategy Documentation attachment. 
 

6. Regarding the Fed Hydro workshop materials, page 10: please provide the analysis indicating that 

increasing annual hydro investment from $200 million to $300 million results in an incremental 

NPV of $500 million compared to the status quo. 

Please see the Strategy Documentation attachment. 
7. Please provide supporting data and work papers (in spreadsheet format where applicable) for the 

charts on pages 26 through 28 of the “2018 Detailed IPR Publication” document.  
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This information is not readily available for distribution.  


